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Abstract

The Crosswise Model (CM) has been proposed as a method to reduce effects of social desirability in sensitive questions. In contrast with former variants of Randomized Response Techniques (RRTs), the crosswise model neither offers a self-protective response strategy, nor does it require a random device. For these reasons, the crosswise model has received a lot of positive attention in the scientific community. However, previous validation studies have mostly analysed negatively connoted behaviour and thus draw on the principle of “more is better”. Higher prevalence rates of socially undesirable behaviour in the crosswise model cannot be attributed unambiguously to a reduction in social desirability bias, since random ticking resulting from respondent confusion about the question format cannot be ruled out as an alternative explanation. Unlike most research on crosswise models and randomized response techniques, we conduct an experiment in a general population survey that does not assess negatively connoted but socially desirable behaviour (namely, whether respondents had donated blood within the last twelve months). This design allows us to empirically disentangle the reduction of social desirability bias from random responses. We find significantly higher prevalence rates in the crosswise condition than in the direct question. What is more, we could not identify any subgroup of respondents, in which the CM successfully reduced social desirability bias. These results cast doubts on the validity of crosswise models. They suggest that a considerable number of respondents do not comply with the intended procedure.
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Introduction: Obtaining True Answers to Sensitive Questions

Asking sensitive questions in a way that ensures honest answers and valid inferential estimates is a particularly demanding challenge in survey research. The researchers’ main concern in this context is the avoidance of social desirability bias (SDB) (for an overview see Krumpal 2013; Wolter 2012). Particularly when survey questions touch on private, socially undesirable or even illegal behaviours (Lensvelt-Mulders 2008: 462, Tourangeau and Yan 2007: 860), respondents are usually reluctant to answer truthfully.

According to Paulhus (2002), two different response behaviours can drive SDB: Respondents can either describe themselves as saints (by denying negative attributes) or superheros (by highlighting positive attributes). Paulhus furthermore distinguishes between self-deception and other-deception (or impression management). Self-deception is assumed to be a rather unconscious process that aims to maintain a positive self-image and to reduce cognitive dissonance, while other-deception takes place consciously to obtain social approval and avoid negative consequences. These two aspects of SDB are empirically supported by the results of Holtgraves’ experiments on SDB and latency times (Holtgraves 2004). The author assesses the question to which extent social desirable responding is a conscious or an automatic process, and whether it affects the retrieval process itself (e.g. its thoroughness): Interestingly, heightening social desirability concerns goes hand in hand with longer response times. These results make it plausible that respondents who give socially desirable answers actually engage in a full retrieval process but edit their responses afterwards if necessary. However, the study also identifies a particular group of respondents who apparently performed the editing process with lower effort: Respondents with a disposition to self-deception needed a particularly short time to give socially desirable answers. Empirically, the author cannot exclude the possibility that some respondents might immediately switch into a „pure faking strategy“ (Holtgraves 2004: 171), a widely automatic process, in which the respondent completely omits the retrieval of relevant information. Following these results, socially desirable responding can be an effortless task that is performed very quickly, but mostly seems to be a consciously planned behaviour that requires more time.

Rational choice theory provides a systematic theoretical framework to explain under which circumstances misreporting becomes likely (Esser 1986; Becker 2006) as well as empirical evidence that SDB can be seen as a function of personal approval motive, differences in the perceived desirability of response options, and privacy of the interview situation (Stocké 2007). In line with the rational choice approach, a lot of reasonable advice has been formulated to avoid SDB. This usually includes neutral question wording, ensuring anonymity, non-reactive modes of data collection, or (if these are not possible) well-trained interviewers who avoid giving any sign of judgement (Diekmann 2014; Groves et al. 2009; Lensvelt-Mulders 2008).

Special question formats have, however, also been proposed to assess sensitive questions. A frequently applied approach when asking sensitive questions are randomized response techniques (RRTs). This paper will focus on the crosswise model (CM), a recent RRT variant proposed by Yu, Tian and Tang (2008). This model has been put forward as a way of overcoming some of the flaws RRTs suffers from, because it seems much easier to implement and for respondents to understand. Since it does not require a random device, it is sometimes also called a “nonrandomized response technique”.

This paper empirically evaluates the validity of the CM in a survey experiment on blood donation, which allows us to disentangle the reduction of SDB from random ticking. It arrives at a critical conclusion: although the CM is a straightforward way of masking sensitive topics, respondents still have problems understanding the task and do not always answer truthfully.
RRTs: Rise and Fall?

Originally proposed by Warner (1965), numerous RRT implementation variants have been developed over time. All RRT strategies, however, share the common feature that some additional noise is added to the data by means of a random device (like dice or coins) with a known probability distribution. The researcher does not gain any knowledge about the individual answer to the sensitive question, meaning that an answer is no longer revealing and that the respondents’ privacy is ensured. Nonetheless, the individual answer is linked probabilistically to the sensitive behaviour, and a prevalence rate can be estimated at the aggregate level. Regression models adapted for RRTs even provide additional information on how covariates are linked to certain respondent groups’ probability to admit a sensitive behaviour.

Despite their popularity, RRTs suffer from some disadvantages. One is related to the use of random devices, particularly in online applications. Although it is possible in principle to draw random numbers within web surveys, this procedure requires the respondent's trust insofar as those digits could theoretically be manipulated by the researcher or saved to the obtained data set. Alternatively, respondents can be asked to throw coins or dice. While this strategy might still work well in face-to-face interviews, it is not under the researcher's control if the respondent goes through this effort when survey completion takes place in a self-administered mode. The participant could just as well pick a number or give arbitrary answers.

Apart from these challenges related to random devices, RRTs not only increase statistical noise and make estimates less precise; they also are cognitively demanding. They require more response time than direct questioning (DQ) and might confuse respondents, trigger mistrust and cause arbitrary or faked responses or nonresponse.

Some studies report considerable rates of respondents who refuse to answer the RRT question (Coutts & Jann 2011:179; van der Heijden et al. 2000:520; Kirchner et al. 2013:298; Krumpal 2012:1393), as well as high cognitive burdens according to respondents’ self-reports (Coutts & Yann 2011:179; Krumpal 2012:1393,1400; van der Heijden et al. 2000:520) or interviewers’ evaluations (Krumpal & Näher 2012:273) and non-compliance with RRT instructions (Edgell, Himmelfarb, & Duchan 1982; Ostapczuk, Musch, & Moshagen 2011).

In principle, untruthful answers in RRTs can be explained by misunderstandings concerning the rather complicated procedure. A competing explanatory approach might be that respondents do not trust the procedure and therefore intentionally cheat on it. In line with the first theoretical concept, some authors focus on the effects of educational background, age and reported clarity of instructions on response behaviour. Krumpal (2012) reports that older and less educated respondents were overrepresented among the respondents who refused to answer the RRT question in his study. He concludes that “the subgroup of RRT deniers […] seems to be more inclined to misunderstand the principle of RRT and, as a consequence, to develop less trust and cooperation” (Krumpal 2012:1400). This result is to some extent supported by Landsheer, Heijden, and Gils (1999), who suggest that higher reading and writing skills help the respondents develop more trust in the method, which in turn reduces nonresponse rates. Some authors conclude that a higher educational background (Bockenholt & Heijden 2007) or a better understanding of the procedure (van der Heijden et al. 2000) favours more accurate responses, while other studies do not find the expected education effect (Hollbrook & Krosnick 2010; Wolter & Preisendörfer 2013).

Support for intentional misreporting can be found in a number of studies that have identified problems with forced answers. More concretely, “innocent” respondents are reluctant to give an answer that could falsely be interpreted as admitting to a socially undesirable behaviour. Particularly in so-called asymmetric RRT variants, in which one of the possible answers directly translates into a statement about a sensitive behaviour (typically because no false NO answers are provoked), respondents tend to play safe by making use of the obvious evasive answering strategy that is never associated with the undesirable behaviour (Coutts & Jann
2011; John et al. 2013; Ostapczuk et al. 2009). However, even for a symmetric implementation with a manipulated random device, Edgell et al. (1982) report that between 4 and 26 percent of respondents ignored RRT instructions if they were directed towards a seemingly embarrassing forced answer. A number of studies also partly report negative prevalence estimates that suggest non-compliance with instructions (Coutts & Jann 2011; John et al. 2013; Kirchner et al. 2013), bringing about inconsistent results when DQ and RRT are compared: the RRT yields less valid estimates than DQ (Coutts et al. 2011; Holbrook & Krosnick 2010 for an experiment on a socially desirable behaviour), or only produces preferable estimates for some of the examined items or subgroups (Kirchner et al. 2013; Locander, Sudman, & Bradburn 1976; Umesh & Peterson 1991; Wolter & Preisendörfer 2013). A growing but still modest number of validation studies with individual level data also suggest that RRT does not solve the problem of underreporting: rather, it brings about unpredictably directed biases and low validity (Edgell et al. 1982; van der Heijden et al. 2000; Höglinger, Jann, & Diekmann 2016; John et al. 2013; Locander et al. 1976; Wolter & Preisendörfer 2013).

In sum, RRTs only sometimes reduce SDB, meaning that it is not clear under what circumstances the approach actually works (for a descriptive summary, see Umesh & Peterson 1991:113 et seq and 122 et seq). Although Lensvelt-Mulders, Hox, van der Heijden, & Maas (2005) conclude that, overall, RRT slightly helps to reduce SDB on the basis of a meta-analysis, the variance in results is remarkable; estimates attained by RRTs are often not comparable, even though they use similar items and samples.

The CM: A Validation Study

The CM is a rather new procedure with high hopes for overcoming the problems of traditional RRTs. It consists of two questions, both of which can be answered with “yes” or “no”. The first item is non-sensitive with a known probability; the second refers to the sensitive behaviour of interest. The crucial idea of the model is that respondents do not answer these questions separately, but state only if their answers to both questions are equal or different.

Table 1. Basic logic of the CM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) non-sensitive question with known probability $p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Is your mother’s birthday in January, February or March?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2) sensitive question with unknown prevalence rate $\pi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Have you ever been arrested?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible answers:

- YES to both questions or NO to both questions ($\lambda = 1$)
- YES to one question and NO to the other question ($\lambda = 0$)

Due to the combination of two “yes” answers and two “no” answers in one category ($\lambda = 1$), an individual response to the combined items cannot be linked directly to the sensitive behaviour. Unlike in traditional forms of the RRT, there are no revealing answers or self-protective strategies in CMs. Respondents should be able to understand that it is impossible to trace back their answer, so they can answer honestly without fearing any consequences. The CM is, moreover, easy to implement online or in pen and paper surveys, because it does...
Despite the privacy protection that comes with the CM, the researcher can calculate a prevalence estimate at the aggregate level. Knowing that the first response category \( (\lambda = 1) \) will be ticked if both items are answered with “yes” \( (p\pi) \) or if both items are answered with “no” \( (1 - p)(1 - \pi) \), the prevalence rate \( \pi \) can be estimated for given \( \lambda \) and \( p \) by using the following formula:

\[
\lambda = p\pi + (1 - p)(1 - \pi) \\
\pi = \frac{\lambda + p - 1}{2p - 1}
\]

The CM is formally equivalent to the RRT originally proposed by Warner (1965), who randomly directed respondents either to the original sensitive question (such as “Have you ever been arrested?”) or its negation (such as “Have you never been arrested?”). As RRTs, it sacrifices some statistical precision to protect respondent privacy. Researchers will therefore be particularly interested to know if this trade-off pays off by obtaining more reliable answers from their respondents.

**Previous research**

A growing number of studies use CMs, covering diverse topics from plagiarism and tax evasion to drug use. When compared to DQ in an experimental setup with student samples, those studies usually find higher prevalence rates for the socially undesirable behaviour in the CM condition (Coutts et al. 2011; Hoffmann et al. 2015; Hoffmann & Musch 2016; Höglinger, Jann, & Diekmann 2014; Jann, Jerke, & Krumpal 2016; Körndörfer, Krumpal, & Schmukle 2014; Kundt 2014; Kundt, Misch, & Nerre 2013; Nakhaee, Pakravan, & Nakhaee 2013; Shamsipour et al. 2014). Since it is generally assumed that higher prevalence rates for socially undesirable behaviour are synonymous with better, less biased measurement, this higher prevalence in the CM have usually been interpreted as a positive sign of the usefulness of the model. This explains why judgements about the CM were very optimistic in the first years after the idea was published, and why the scientific community believed for a while that the CM “offers a valid and useful means for achieving the experimental control of social desirability” (Hoffmann & Musch 2016:11). Only very recently have the first serious validation attempts been undertaken to evaluate this new and promising procedure, and some doubts have been raised about the adequacy of the estimates (Höglinger 2017).

**Questioning the assumption that “more is better” for undesirable behaviour with low prevalences**

The crucial problem in nearly all CM applications is that they assess undesirable behaviour with low prevalence rates and, as a logical consequence, rely on the assumption that higher prevalence estimates mean better estimates. Unfortunately, this is not necessarily true. It is actually straightforward to show that it is impossible to validate the CMs performance when undesirable behaviour with low prevalence rates is assessed (unless the true individual answers are known).

Respondents might use a heuristic answering strategy to avoid cognitive burden, or they might mistrust the researcher and tick answers randomly.[1] In this case, \( \lambda \) would tend towards 0.5 – as well as the estimated prevalence rate \( \pi \).

As a matter of fact, we would also expect higher prevalence rates than in DQ if the CM elicited correct values – that is, if it actually reduced SDB. In other words, the CM estimates tend towards the same direction, both if the model works properly and if the respondents tick randomly. Fatally, it is thus impossible to tell if the seemingly promising results are driven by real prevalence rates or by the complicated question format.
What we want to suggest here is an easy approach to disentangle these usually intertwined phenomena: the assumption that “less is better” for socially desirable behaviours with low prevalences. By asking respondents about a rare but socially desirable behaviour, we expect lower prevalence rates if the CM actually reduces SDB, but higher estimates if random ticking drives the results.[2]

Put more generally, a reduction of SDB and heuristic random responses can only be distinguished if those phenomena have different implications for prevalences when compared to DQ formats. As Table 2 shows, this is only the case if socially desirable behaviour with low prevalence rates or deviant behaviour with high prevalence rates is assessed (highlighted in grey). In this latter case, the estimated prevalence rate still tends towards 50 percent if respondents tick response categories randomly. We would therefore expect higher prevalences in the CM condition if the method successfully reduced SDB, but lower estimates if respondents did not follow the instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Disentangling random ticking and reduction of SDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desirable Behaviour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence Rate &lt;50%: Have you ever donated blood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence Rate &gt;50%: Have you always payed your taxes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undesirable Behaviour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence Rate &lt;50%: Have you ever been arrested?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence Rate &gt;50%: Have you ever passed a red traffic light?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the remaining cases, including the most common approach of assessing deviant behaviour with low prevalences, higher estimates can undistinguishably result from more accurate answers, as well as from random ticking.

**Data and experimental setup**

Our validation study has the advantage that it assesses a low prevalence behaviour that is socially desirable, namely blood donation. Relying on the assumption that “less is better”, this approach allows us to evaluate the CM’s potential to reduce SDB without confounding it with effects of random answers due to cognitive overburdening.

The experiment was implemented in the sixth wave of a representative general population panel survey in Konstanz, a town in South Germany. The data collection took place in autumn 2013. Apart from methodological experiments, the questionnaire mainly covered topics like local policies and life satisfaction (for a detailed report, see Hinz, Mozer, & Walzenbach 2014).

The sampling procedure was based on a random selection of registered citizens who were at least 18 years old. Apart from the already existing panel members (N=1,381), a refreshment sample (N=2,770) was newly invited to the sixth wave. In both groups, initial recruitment for the panel took place by means of a postal invitation letter, in which the selected sample is asked to sign up for the annual web survey. Once they registered, the survey was usually issued to the respondents online, or (upon request) as a paper questionnaire.

If we apply a conservative measure (equivalent to the “minimum response rate” or “response rate 1” according to AAPOR standard definitions) treating all cases of unknown eligibility and partially completed questionnaires as unit-nonresponse, the response rate among the already registered panel members was 56.3 percent; among the refreshment sample 20.9 percent could be recruited for survey participation. All in all, this leaves us with 1,037 online and 322 paper questionnaire participations. In terms of sex and age, our sample reflects the distributions we would expect from the town council’s official registry data. Although there is no official information available for educational attainment, the universities in Konstanz surely contribute to a comparatively high education level among the general population (see section I
in Appendix for more details).

Within each survey mode, respondents were randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions. To at least partially compensate for the loss of statistical efficiency in RRTs, two thirds were directed to the CM format, one third to the DQ. The CM was briefly explained in an introductory sentence. The participants were then asked to answer the blood donation item jointly with a question about their father’s birthday. Assuming that birthdays are distributed equally over the year, the probability for this item is known, and we can estimate the prevalence rate for blood donation.

Table 3. The CM on blood donation

| 1. question: Is your father’s birthday in January, February or March? |
| 2. question: Have you donated blood in the past 12 months? |

What is your answer to these two questions?

☐ YES to both questions or NO to both questions
☐ YES to one question and NO to the other question

In 19 cases, participants refused to answer the blood donation question but continued the questionnaire on the following page. It is worth noting that this kind of item-nonresponse occurred 17 times in the CM condition and twice in the DQ format, which are low numbers with regard to dropout. This left us with 1,340 valid responses that could be used for analysis: 855 from the CM, and 485 from the DQ condition.

Results

Figure 1 compares the shares of respondents who confirmed that they had donated blood in the past twelve months for the two experimental conditions. The result is striking. While 11.1 percent of the respondents confirmed having donated blood when asked with DQ, the share for the group who answered the CM is 18.1 percent. This result is very evidently not in line with what we would expect to see if the CM worked properly. Since “less is better” for socially desirable behaviour in the CM, survey participants should have been more willing to admit that they had not donated blood. However, we see the exact opposite, suggesting that the CM actually deteriorates our prevalence estimates.

Figure 1: Prevalence rates obtained by DQ and CM
This interpretation is furtherly confirmed by a second validation criterion. Apart from being able to compare results from the DQ and CM, we also have the possibility of estimating the true prevalence by using official data from the Red Cross, which administers all local blood donation campaigns. Hoffmann et al. would call this a strong validation criterion that can only be applied in the rare cases when the true prevalence rate is known, distinguishing it from weak validation criteria which traditionally compare RRT estimates to DQ formats, while relying on the assumption that “more is better” (Hoffmann et al. 2015:404). Dividing the number of blood donations registered in Konstanz in 2012 by the number of inhabitants over 18 at that time yields a prevalence rate of about four percent.\[3\] In the likely event that some people donated more than once, this estimate would decrease even further. We therefore assume that the true value ranges below four percent. This means that we are radically overestimating the true prevalence rates – both in the DQ format, and (more importantly) even more so in the CM, which should have reduced the number of socially desirable answers.\[4\]

**Why? – Regression analyses**

In sum, estimates elicited from DQ suffered from SDB, but those obtained in the CM were even worse. Why? Did respondents misreport intentionally, or were they accidently making mistakes because the question format was not that intuitive after all? Were they deliberately choosing an evasive answering strategy like random ticking to avoid cognitive burden?

To get an idea of the number of inaccurate responses, we calculated the number of respondents who would have to tick answers randomly in the CM condition to obtain the results described above. If we assume a share of random tickers $R$, the number of respondents who comply with the intended procedure is given by $1 - R$. Since random tickers will have a $\lambda$ of 0.5 by definition, an estimate for the share of random tickers in our data is easily obtained by resolving the formula

$$R = \frac{\lambda - (p\pi + (1-p)(1-\pi)) \ast (1-\pi)}{0.5 - (p\pi + (1-p)(1-\pi))}$$

Assuming that the share of blood donors elicited in the DQ condition is accurate, 17.8 percent
of our respondents ticked answers randomly. Based on a more plausible real prevalence rate (estimated according to the Red Cross data), the share of random tickers even rises to 30.1 percent.

Although our questionnaire was not originally designed to solve the puzzle we found, we started the first attempts to approach a possible explanation *ex post*. Those were inspired by research hypotheses that have already been formulated in the context of RRTs. More concretely, we analyzed how education background, willingness to cooperate, general need for social approval and response time correlate with response behavior in our CM.

In line with the theoretical concept of satisficing (Krosnick 1991), we tested if the observed results could be linked to education background (Hypothesis 1) or motivation (Hypothesis 2). Apart from that, we suspect that those with a generally high need for social approval (Hypothesis 3) might misreport intentionally and give even more socially desirable answers in the CM condition. With regard to response times, we follow the common assumption that completing complex tasks (Bassili & Scott 1996; Yan & Tourangeau 2008) takes more processing time than satisficing (Knowles & Condon 1999; Mayerl 2013). Response times at the lower end of the distribution should thus go hand in hand with a higher risk of misreporting. Contrarily, a very high processing time can be an indicator for the respondent’s uncertainty (Draisma & Dijkstra 2004) or for intentional editing of responses according to what is socially desirable (Holtgraves 2004). We thus assume an inverted u-shaped relationship between latency times and response accuracy (Hypothesis 4).

All the explanatory variables are listed in Table 4. Apart from the question format, education background and the proxies for willingness to cooperate, need for social approval and latency time, we included sex and age as control variables in our analysis (see section II in the appendix for more details on coding).

**Table 4. Explanatory variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Concept and Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crosswise</td>
<td>question format (dichotomous, ref. DQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>sex (dichotomous, ref. male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>age group (3 categories: 18-30 / 31-59 / 60+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>education group (3 categories: lower secondary or less / high school diploma / tertiary education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missing</td>
<td>item-nonresponse before blood donation question (dichotomous, ref: no missing values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>income refusal</td>
<td>refusal when asked for income (dichotomous, ref: immediate response on income)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no open answers</td>
<td>no open answers (dichotomous, ref: at least one open answer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social approval</td>
<td>tendency to find all 18 areas of local policies important (dichotomous, ref: low need for social approval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latency time</td>
<td>residual time spent on blood donation item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To test our hypotheses, we used regressions adapted for randomized response data, as implemented in Stata by Jann (2005; 2008). Since we know that the prevalence of the sensitive question is \( \pi = \frac{\lambda + p - 1}{2p - 1} \), regression models can be fit by using a transformed response variable, which indicates the answer “yes” to the sensitive question for the CM condition and reduces to an ordinary dichotomous variable for the DQ condition (for details
see Jann, Jerke, & Krumpal 2012: 40 et seq). This procedure allows us to analyse both experimental conditions simultaneously, meaning that we can see how the question format effect on the tendency to answer the sensitive question with “yes” changes if we add more explanatory variables to the model.

Table 5 reports the average marginal effects (AMEs) obtained from running a logistic regression to explain the tendency to answer the blood donation question with “yes”. Positive effects thus indicate higher prevalence rates and, as established earlier, lower data quality in our specific case. The first model only includes the question format indicator (CM vs DQ), that is, the crucial effect of the experimental condition in which we are interested. Model 2 additionally includes all the respondent characteristics discussed before. Only the latency times are not added until Model 3. Since data on response time is only available for the online sample, the number of observations is considerably smaller in this last column. The question format effect we observe in the first (otherwise empty) model remains significant throughout the other model specifications. This means that accounting for all the discussed explanatory variables leaves the difference in response behaviour due to experimental condition unchanged.

Table 5. Logistic regression of tendency to answer the blood donation question positively: AMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Question Format Effect</th>
<th>(2) Respondent Characteristics</th>
<th>(3) Respondent Characteristics + Latency Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crosswise (ref: DQ)</td>
<td>0.10* (0.05)</td>
<td>0.12** (0.04)</td>
<td>0.12** (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missings</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>income refusal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no open answers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social approval</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latency times</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_cons</td>
<td>-2.09** (0.16)</td>
<td>-2.01** (0.49)</td>
<td>-1.71** (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1103</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudo R-sq</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01

controls: x indicates that the respective control variable was included in the model

To gain further insights into the mechanisms underlying the results, we estimated additional subgroup analyses to compare the estimated prevalence rates from the two experimental conditions for different respondent subgroups. Figure 2 combines data from 20 different linear regression models on sample subgroups. From each regression, only the CM coefficient (with the reference category DQ) is displayed, although we controlled for the remaining explanatory variables sex, age, education, indicators for cooperation, and need for social approval. Since latency times were only available for the online sample, the respective coefficients were
A first eye-catching result is that most coefficients are positive, meaning that the CM condition tends to yield higher estimates – and thus lower data accuracy – than the DQ condition for the vast majority of subgroups. Some of the results contradict our hypotheses. Lower educated respondents answer very similarly irrespective of experimental condition, although it was expected that this group would find the CM format particularly challenging (Hypothesis 1). Furthermore, two of three indicators for cooperation, namely the occurrence of missing values and refusals to the income question, show unexpected directions (Hypothesis 2): the respondents high in cooperativeness have higher (more unrealistic) prevalence rates in the CM than in the DQ condition, while the CM procedure worked better for uncooperative respondents. Only the absence of open answers goes hand in hand with elevated prevalence estimates in the CM, as expected. Similarly, respondents with a higher need for social approval tend to over-report blood donation in the more complex CM format, as suggested by Hypothesis 3. However, except for the interaction effect between the occurrence of missing values and experimental condition (p=0.02), none of the other interactions is statistically significant. The same is true for latency times: although we find the u-shaped pattern expected according to Hypothesis 4, groups do not differ significantly from each other. All in all, there is no support, or only weak support, for our hypotheses.

Discussion

This paper has been dedicated to the CM, which has been presented as an alternative to classical RRT designs and aims to reduce SDB more reliably in sensitive questions. We have presented one of the very few validation studies on the CM that exist to date. To overcome
some of the key limitations prevailing in current research, we elaborated a strategy to empirically distinguish random ticking from a successful reduction of SDB in CMs. In contrast with the large majority of RRT and CM implementations, we did not assess a deviant but a socially desirable behaviour with a low prevalence rate, namely blood donation. This procedure allowed us to identify problems if respondents did not understand the question format and tended to answer randomly.

The results from our general population survey experiment on blood donation seriously limit the positive reception the CM has received in the survey research so far. A comparison with the real prevalence rate and a control group that answered a DQ format clearly shows that the CM does not help reduce SDB but, on the contrary, makes things worse. Given a heterogeneous population sample, we conclude that the CM cannot rule out factors that foster SDB but creates question-related problems, most probably because of the still high complexity inherent to the technique.

We have discussed some possible mechanisms that could explain our results (namely cognitive overburdening, unwillingness to cooperate and need for social approval), but could not find empirical evidence for any of them. Put differently, we could not identify any subgroup of respondents, in which the CM successfully reduced SDB. Only the respondents who performed their response task especially fast or slow showed a tendency to answer the CM question more inaccurately. This finding suggests an inverted u-shaped correlation between response time and data accuracy. We suspect that, particularly in the online survey, fast respondents might not fully read the instructions describing the CM format.

Following a reviewer’s comment, we would like to point out that (apart from SDB) also telescoping could in principal be part of the explanation why respondents overestimate how often they donate blood. However, it cannot explain the differences we find between the two experimental conditions. Due to randomisation, telescoping should be as likely to cause deviations from the true values in the direct question as it is in the CM condition.

One limitation of our study is that hypotheses were formulated ex post after the results of our experiment were available. Some of the concepts could have been operationalized in a more convincing way if the questionnaire had been designed for this purpose beforehand.

Moreover, we could not distinguish between over- and under-reporting, and referred only to an aggregate overall prevalence rate. Strictly speaking, our data allows judgements about the minimum number of respondents who over-reported their commitment to donate blood in the CM condition, assuming that no respondent who actually donated blood concealed this socially desirable behaviour. However, under-reporting could also exist in principle, and would implicate an even more serious problem of random tickers.

Another possibility that we unfortunately cannot test with the data at hand is that the CM triggers privacy concerns that the respondents did not have beforehand. This was suggested by at least two comments left by participants in a text box on the last page of the survey.

In sum, our evaluation study raises serious concerns about the applicability of the CM in heterogeneous population samples. Future research will have to show if there are circumstances (with regard to respondent groups, question types, survey modes and design features) under which the CM reliably reduces SDB. Until then, we would recommend other researchers to implement this question format with caution, that is, in settings that allow them to identify potential problems. One possible approach (even if validation data on the individual level is not available) has been shown here: We argued that CMs should preferably be used to elicit desirable behaviours with low prevalence rates and undesirable behaviours with high prevalence rates, in combination with a DQ condition.

**Appendix**

[1] This seems to be a realistic assumption. In a study where respondents were asked
explicitly if they had understood the CM, 16 percent admitted that they had not, and another 21 percent stated that they had not understood the exact procedure (Kundt 2014:8). In a different study where pupils were explicitly asked for the response strategies they had applied in dealing with the CM question, 13.3 percent admitted that they had ticked answers randomly (Enzmann 2017).

[2] We want to thank Katrin Auspurg, who had this crucial idea for our experimental design.

[3] In our concrete case, asking for the last twelve months rather than lifetime prevalence allowed us to look at local blood donation events that had taken place within 2012. Unfortunately, we only had information on the number of people who donated blood for the first time as well as on the total number of donations from repeated donors, but we do not know how often the repeated donors participated. Nonetheless, the official data can at least give us a rough estimate to better evaluate the results of our survey.

[4] We also checked for mode effects, that is, for differences between online and paper questionnaires. While there was no difference in estimates for the DQ, the CM estimators differed vastly: the prevalence rate was 22 percent in the online sample, but only 4 percent in the paper questionnaires. According to the Red Cross data, this latter number is very close to the suspected true population parameter. This finding is in line with a result that Enzmann (2017) reports for a study on pupils: although the CM is believed to have particular advantages for online data collection, it seems to perform worse here than in pen and paper surveys. Furthermore, a meta-analysis by Dodou and Winter (2014) found differences in respondents’ approval motives (measured by SD scales) between non-randomised paper and web surveys, meaning that socio-demographic groups might vary not only in their true values but also in their tendency to distort answers. In our case, bivariate analyses on sociodemographic characteristics and survey mode suggest that this finding might (at least partly) be driven by different sample compositions. We do not, however, have a sufficient number of paper questionnaires for the CM condition to run reliable multivariate analyses on the topic.

[5] We also ran linear regressions as a robustness check. In those models, the effect of the question format only reaches a significance level of slightly above 5 percent. However, as in the logistic regressions, the effect size remains equally unchanged if further explanatory variables are added.
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